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Tough Enough for 24V Equipment

Model
2100

¬ 12/24V power
¬ Dual 12-Volt 20AH high output
¬
¬
¬
¬
¬
¬
¬
¬
¬
¬
¬

X-890506

The Rescue 2100 has dual 12/24 volt capability.

Easy to carry and use.

Has flashing safety light.

Product Specifications

12V/24V
Dual Voltage/Commercial
with Polarity & Voltage Protection

AGM batteries
4000 12V peak amps
1800 24V peak amps
Built-in, 1 amp internal charger
2 gauge 62" 100% copper cables
Digital battery voltage gauge
reads internal and external
12V power outlet
Work light and flasher
Battery charging status
Professional quality
Unit will not operate if polarity or
voltage is set incorrectly
USB power outlet

See series of videos on using RESCUE
Portable Power Packs

Ergonomically
designed handles
for easy carrying

Model
2100

Product Specifications

12V/24V
Dual Voltage/
Commercial with
Polarity & Voltage
Protection

Heavy duty switches
and circuits
Polarity
Alarm

Flashing
amber
safety light

High quality
copper clamps

Injection
molded
heavy duty
case

Sealed AGM
batteries

Flexible all copper welding
cable, the longest leads in
the industry – get to batteries
in hard to reach places

The Rescue 2100 is a second generation dual voltage portable power
pack that uses advanced technology microprocessor controls to offer a
level of safety and performance that is unique in the industry.

Diagram shows typical engineering
components. Individual power
packs may differ in features and
number of batteries.

The advanced analytical display on the membrane panel provides user
feedback on the state of the external battery to be jump started as
well as the batteries inside the Rescue 2100. Quick Cable’s exclusive
voltage and polarity protection prevents the unit from engaging when
the unit is connected incorrectly, either through reversed polarity, or
incorrect voltage setting. The Rescue 2100 can also be used in very
low voltage situations or as a power source for 12V or 24V equipment
without the polarity and voltage protection features.
An all-new digital battery meter displays both internal and external
battery voltage, and indicates recharging and fully-charged internal batteries. LED’s signal system voltage selection, low internal battery voltage, low voltage situations and reversed polarity. A 12V cigarette-style
power outlet protected by an internally-resetting 15 amp circuit breaker,
and a USB charging port are both provided. A selectable worklight/
safety flasher is built in. Like all Rescue portable power packs, the
2100 comes with a built-in battery charger. The 62” booster cables are
all-copper welding cable to stay flexible even in subzero temperatures
and feature heavy duty parrot clamps. With 4000 peak amps at 12V,
the 2100 offers commercial-grade power for cars, trucks and commercial equipment in a hand-carried package, and Quick Cable backs it
with a 12 month limited warranty.

